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Abstract—In this paper, we present a solution that 
incorporates BitTorrent mechanism into P2P streaming. In 
our solution, several modifications have been incorporated 
into BitTorrent to support on-time delivery. First, we give 
the pieces different priorities based on their scheduled 
playback deadline.  Second, source behaves in a push-based 
way instead of pull-based way. Finally, we import a block-
level tit-for-tat policy and periodical examination of active 
neighbors to avoid low start and reinforce the fairness of 
system. Our simulations indicate that our proposals 
improve the bandwidth utilization and accommodate high 
scalability and resilience, and a good streaming quality can 
be achieved.   
 
Index Terms—Live Media Streaming, BitTorrent, P2P, 
Multiple Description Coding 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

P2P streaming is an effective approach to delivery live 
video from a single source to many receivers without the 
support of network layer multicast. In order to maximize 
the delivered quality to receivers, a P2P streaming 
mechanism should utilize the outgoing (or upload) 
bandwidth of participating peers effectively while 
accommodating the heterogeneity and asymmetry of 
access link bandwidth. 

There are two major classes of P2P streaming: (i) tree-
based approach [2][13][6][4][9][12], and (ii) mesh-based 
approach [14][10][7][11]. In tree-based approach, peers 
are organized to form multiple distribution trees where 
each sub-stream of live content is diffused. This approach 
has following disadvantages [7]: (i) The outgoing 
bandwidth of peers with deficient children can not be 
effectively utilized, thus limits the scalability. (ii) In the 
presence of churn, it costs much to maintain the overlay 
topology. (iii) The rate of content delivery to each peer 
through multiple trees is limited by the upstream 
connections with least throughput.  

Mesh-based approach organizes participating peers 
into a randomly connected mesh and incorporates 
swarming data transfer mechanism, which leverages the 
availability of entire file at the source to distribute 
different pieces of file among participating peers, 
increase the diversity of data and accelerate content 

delivery. However, incorporating this mechanism into 
P2P streaming is challenging for following reasons: (i) 
Content must be delivered on-time, and (ii) the lifetime of 
content is relative short, which limits the diversity of 
pieces among peers and thus degrades the utilization of 
their outgoing bandwidth. 

Recently, some studies have been conducted to address 
some of the above problems. X. Zhang and et al [14] 
propose DONET, a data-driven overlay network for live 
media streaming. In DONET, each node joins the overlay 
by contacting a list of nodes obtained from a deputy of 
the source and puts the identifiers of these active nodes in 
a mCache. Once a node has established its partnership, it 
asks each neighbor to provide the content it is interesting 
at. PRIME [7] presents an organized view of peers in a 
randomly connected mesh. All participating peers are 
grouped into several sub-trees rooted at the source based 
on their shortest paths from the source. In diffusion phase, 
a peer only acquire content from its parent in the sub-tree 
it belongs to, while in swarming phase, each peer can 
request other peers located in other sub-trees to exchange 
data. Chainsaw [10] is a bit like DONET [14] in terms of 
eliminating trees from overlay multicast, each peer in 
Chainsaw maintains a window of interest to decide 
packets to be requested, and keeps track of packets it has 
requested from each neighbor to avoid requesting same 
packets. Climber [11] forms a single tree for streaming, 
and adds some random edges to the tree for redundant 
connections. 

BitTorrent [5] is a scalable file sharing protocol which 
also incorporates swarming data transfer mechanism, it 
performs near-optimally in terms of uplink bandwidth 
utilization and download speed [3]. In addition, 
BitTorrent has some nice characters such as resilient, 
robust and scalable. Thus, BitTorrent is a suitable 
candidate for P2P streaming. 

In this paper, we present a solution that incorporates 
BitTorrent mechanism into P2P streaming. In our 
solution, we propose several modifications to original 
BitTorrent protocol. First, we give the pieces different 
priorities based on their scheduled playback deadline. 
Second, source behaves in a push-based way instead of 
pull-based way. Finally, we import a block-level tit-for-
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tat policy and periodical examination of active neighbors 
to avoid low start and reinforce the fairness of system. 
Our simulations indicate that our proposals improve the 
bandwidth utilization and accommodate high scalability 
and resilience, and a good streaming quality can be 
achieved. 

II. BITTORRENT PROTOCOL 

BitTorrent [5] is a very scalable peer-to-peer file 
sharing protocol. It organizes participating peers into an 
unstructured overlay mesh to distribute a file, which is 
divided into disjoint and equal-sized pieces. Interested 
peers connect several other peers simultaneously and 
download different pieces of the file from these peers. 
The distribution of pieces is in a pull-based way that a 
peer must request a piece before downloading it. 

In order to start a BitTorrent deployment, a file with 
the extension .torrent which contains the information 
about the file to be distributed is needed. Besides 
this .torrent file, there is another necessary component 
called tracker which keeps the trace of participating peers 
and helps peers find each other. 

There are two types of peers in BitTorrent, namely 
seeds and leaches. Seeds are peers who have the entire 
fire while leaches have a part (or none) of the file. Pieces 
can be downloaded directly from seeds or exchanged 
with other leaches. A new peer joins the swarm by 
contacting the trackers to obtain a random list of peers 
participated in the swarm, then it attempts to establish 
connections to these peers and finds out what pieces 
reside in each peer. Once it receives an UNCHOKE 
message from a neighbor, it then requests pieces it does 
not have from the neighbor and start downloading. 

BitTorrent employs a rarest first policy for selecting 
pieces to download, each peer tries to download the least 
replicated pieces among its neighbors. Rarest first policy 
accelerates the distribution of the file among the peers, 
and reduces the risk of that no peer can finish 
downloading when there is no seed in the system. 

While a leeach can download from unlimited number 
of peers, it is allowed to upload only to a fixed number of 
peers at a given time even if it has received more requests. 
This process of temporary refusal to upload to some 
neighbors is called choking, and uploading is called 
unchoking. Which neighbors to be unchoked is based on 
a tit-for-tat policy, each peer uploads to peers who have 
provided it with the best download rates. Typically, the 
number of concurrent uploads of a peer is limited to four, 
and peers recalculate who they want to unchoke every ten 
seconds. The tit-for-tat policy in BitTorrent is effective in 
terms of improving the utilization of available resources 
and detering free-riding. 

The pure tit-for-tat policy suffers from unable to 
discover if currently unused connections are better than 
ones being used. To fix this problem, each peer in 
BitTorrent at all times has a single optimistic unchoke, 
which is unchoked regardless the current download rate 
from it. Which neighbor is selected as the optimistic 
unchoke is rotated every 30 seconds. 

Finally, a protocol called the endgame mode is 
introduced in BitTorrent to prevent peers which have the 
most of pieces from waiting a long time to finish 
download. A peer sends requests for all pieces which it 
doesn't have to all neighbors if these pieces were actively 
being requested, and cancel messages for pieces which 
have been received are sent to avoid wasting bandwidth 
on duplicate sends. 

III. I NCORPORATING BITTORRENT MECHANISM INTO P2P 
STREAMING 

A BitTorrent swarm is scalable, efficient, robust, cost-
effective, easy to deploy and with low control overhead, 
which also are the characteristics of a good P2P 
streaming system. However, BitTorrent is not inherently 
suitable to P2P streaming for the following reasons. First, 
BitTorrent doesn't support real-time applications. Second, 
peers do not download pieces in sequence. Finally, a peer 
should wait for a long time before it acquires the first 
piece because of the tit-for-tat policy. 

In order to incorporating BitTorrent mechanism into 
P2P streaming, we propose following modifications to 
overcome above limitations. 

A. Piece Request Policy 
To smooth out the play of video data, a common 

approach is maintaining a buffer at the application level. 
This approach is adopted in our system, the buffer 
contains several pieces consumed in next playback 
interval in sequence, and pieces which arrived after their 
scheduled playback deadline are simply dropped. 

In BitTorrent, peer requests the least replicated pieces 
among its neighbors regardless the position of these 
pieces. In order to avoid the request of outdated pieces, 
pieces located ahead of buffer should not been requested 
since downloading them would only waste the bandwidth 
of both senders and receivers. In addition, pieces with 
deadline close to current time would not be requested 
either, since these pieces may arrive late. We use a 
threshold to decide which pieces should not be requested, 
if the deadline of a piece is less than the sum of current 
time and the threshold, then this piece would not be 
requested. Although these two constraints may decrease 
the bandwidth utlization of the BitTorrent protocol, it 
improves the overall efficiency. 

Each leech should decide which piece located in the 
range of buffer to be requested first. The original rarest 
first policy of BitTorrent protocol works well on the 
uniform distribution of pieces, however, it only considers 
the variety of pieces regardless of the deadline. To 
address this question, we give a higher priority to pieces 
with stricter deadline. The simulation result shows that 
this policy allows a large variety of pieces to be 
downloaded concurrently while increases the ratio of 
valid request. The piece selection algorithm is shown in 
table 1. Only two priorities are used in our system, and 
we believe that a stricter prioritization mechanism may 
behave better. 
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Upon receiving a piece, a peer checks each request 

queue and cancels the requests for pieces which have not 
arrived after scheduled playback deadline. This can 
decrease the number of dirty pieces transferred in the 
system, and thus save the bandwidth. 

TABLE I.   
PIECE REQUEST POLICY 

Input:  
1 peer_id //id of peer to which I send request  B. Source Behavior 

In a typical BitTorrent swarm, the seed might have to 
upload 150% to 200% of the total size of a torrent before 
other clients become seeds, this is because that it always 
receives the requests for pieces which have already been 
uploaded. To improve the seeding efficiency, we import 
super seeding mode [1] into our system. In super seeding 
mode, the seed pretends to be a normal leech with no data, 
as peer connects, the seed will inform this peer that it has 
received a new piece which has never been sent to any 
other peers, the seed then unchokes this peer and allows it 
to download the piece. After finish uploading this piece, 
the seed will not inform this peer of any other piece until 
it has receives the confirmation from other peers that the 
piece has been uploaded again. 

As mentioned above, piece distribution is in a pull-
based way that a peer uploads to one neighbor only after 
it has received request from this neighbor. But the source 
can deliver new pieces to its neighbors without requests 
from them since it knows that these pieces are not 
available among them, therefore, the source can behave 
in a push-based way. 

The source behavior is described in table II. At the end 
of each playback interval, the source produces several 
new pieces of content, it then continuously picks up a 
neighbor to which it has uploaded least and sends a new 
piece to this neighbor. When all pieces are sent at least 
once, it enters normal mode (pull-based). In this way, the 

2 local_set //piece bitmap, 1 for having, otherwise 0 
3 deadline[i] //deadline of piece i 
4 remote_set[i] //piece bitmap at peer i, same to local_set
5 num_neighbor //number of neighbors 
6 num_piece //number of pieces of entire video file 
7 priority[i] //priority of piece i 
8 default_priorty //2 in our simulations 
9 low_threshold //decide which pieces not to be requested

10 high_threshold //decide the priority of pieces 
 

11 begin 
12 for i = 0 to num_piece do 
13 occurrence[i] ← 0;    //set the counter of each piece to 0 
14    end for i;; 
15 for i = 0 to num_piece do 
16 if priority[i] = default_priority and  

 deadline[i] < current_time + high_threshold then 
 //if the scheduled playback deadline of a piece is less 
 //than the sum  of current time and high_threshold, 
 //then give this piece a high priority 

17 priority[i] ← priority[i] – 1; 
18        end if; 
19 end for i; 
20 for i = 0 to num_neighbor do 
21 for j = 0 to num_piece do 
22 if remote_set[i][j] = 1 then 
23 occurrence[j] ← occurrence[j] + priority[j]; 

 //count the weighed occurrences of each piece 
24 end if; 
25 end for j; 
26 end for i; 
27 min_occurrence ← num_neighbor * default_priority + 1; 
28 for i = 0 to num_piece do  
29  if remote_set[peer_id][i] = 1 and local_set[i] = 0 and          

 deadline[i] > current_time + low_threshold  then 
 //decide whether  peer with id of peer_id has valid pieces 
 //which I do not have 

30  if min_occurrence > occurrence[i] then 
 //if occurrence[i] is less than min_occurrence, then 
 //set min_occurrence to the occurrence of piece i,  
 //clear candidate piece set, then add piece i to this set 

31 min_occurrence ← occurrence[i]; 
32 candidate_set ← null; 
33 candidate_set ← candidate_set ∪ i; 
34        else if min_occurrence = occurrence[i] then      

  //if occurrence[i] is equal to min_occurrence, then 
        //also put piece i to the candidate piece set 

35 candidate_set ← candidate_set  ∪ i; 
36         end if; 
37 end if; 
38 end for i; 
39 end; 

Output: 
40 piece_id: An random element in candidate_set 

 

TABLE II.   
SOURCE BEHAVIOR 

Input:  
1 num_new_piece //number of new pieces produced by 
  //the source at last playback interval 
2 upload[i] //number of pieces which were sent to  
  //the ith neighbor 
3 num_neighbor   //number of neighbors 
4 super_seeding //indicates the source mode, 1 for  
  // push-based, 0 for pull-based 

 
5 begin 
6     if num_new_piece = 0 then 
         //if no new pieces were produced, the source enters normal 
         //mode, since all pieces were sent  
7        super_seeding = 0; 
8 end if; 
9 for i = 0 to num_new_piece do 
       //select a neighbor to which I have uploaded least, 
       //and send a piece to it 

10 { }' '
r

      k
            arg upload[r] upload[r ], 0 r,r num_neighbor≤

←
≤ <

11       send (i, k); 
12     end for i; 
13 end; 
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source switches connections frequently, and may impact 
the utilization of its outgoing bandwidth, but pieces can 
be distributed more rapidly, which makes peers more 
useful to their neighbors and thus increases their upload 
rates and overall performance. 

C. Block-Level Tit-for-Tat Policy 
A lot of peers in a BitTorrent swarm suffer from low 

start due to the rate-based tit-for-tat policy. In our context, 
low start has two meanings: (i) a new peer should wait 
for a long time to get the first piece since no piece reside 
at it, hence it would get a low probability to be unchoked 
by its neighbors. (ii) peers could not get full utilization of 
bandwidth until there is a high piece diversity in the 
swarm,  and piece diversity depends on the speed of the 
dissemination of new pieces which is slow due to low 
source efficiency. 

We import block-level tit-for-tat policy proposed in [3] 
to reduce the waiting time of a new peer before it starts 
downloading. Under this policy, a peer decides which 
neighbors to be unchoked based on the number of pieces 
it previously exchanged with them rather than observed 
download rate. Suppose peer A has uploaded  pieces 
to peer B, and downloaded  pieces from peer B, then 
the difference of these two parameters can be computed 
by 

abU

abD

                                b ab abΔ D - U=                          (1) 

When peer A performs choking algorithm, it first 
computes the value of bΔ  where peer b is one of its 
neighbors, then it sort these values and unchokes peers 
with larger values. Thus, comparing to rate-based TFT 
policy, block-based TFT policy gives new peer a higher 
probability to be unchoked. 

Another reason causing low start is that the earliest 
joined peers didn't have enough peers to unchoke at the 
beginning of the swarm until a period of choking interval 
passed by, since there were few peers which had joined 
the swarm. To avoid this phenomenon, each peer 
examines the number of active neighbors periodically, if 
this number is less than upper limit, it will unchoke some 
choked neighbors to keep the number at a high level. In 
this way, early joined peers could choke enough 
neighbors as soon as possible. 

Our simulation shows that block-level TFT policy and 
periodical examination of active neighbors not only could 
avoid low start, but also reinforce the fairness of swarm, 
this can be deduced by the description of block-level TFT 
policy: a peer with less number of pieces uploaded would 
get a lower probability to be unchoked. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We implement a discrete-time simulator to evaluate the 
performance of our system, and run several different 
experiments on a random network to examine the impact 
of the modification proposed in this paper on the 
performance of system. 

A.  Experimental Environments 
The physical topology used in our simulation is 

generated using BRITE [8] with the following parameters: 
20 AS with 10 routers per AS in top-down mode and 
RED queue management at all routers. All core links are 
symmetrical with high bandwidth ranging from 4Gbps to 
10Gbps. We model the following two scenarios in our 
evaluations: 200 homogeneous peers with (i) 1Mbps and  
(ii)1.5Mbps link bandwidth. The edge links are also 
symmetrical with a delay randomly selected between 
[5ms, 25ms], thus bandwidth bottleneck would only 
occur at edges. 

A video with the duration of about six minutes is used 
in our evaluation, it has a constant bit rate of 800 kbps. 
The source generates a new part of the video which 
consists of a group of packets with consecutive 
timestamps every one second, and encodes them with 
Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [15]. Each stream 
has four descriptions and all descriptions have the same 
constant bit rate of 200 kbps. 

All peers join the overlay at the beginning of swarm, 
and begin to consume content after a playback delay of 
60s, thus the buffer requirement can be easily deduced by 
following formula: 

                                                                     (2) v = b d×

where v represents buffer size, b is the bit rate of video 
and d is the playback delay. The size of a piece is set to 
16KB to shorten the time spending on transferring a 
completed piece, and each peer serves at most 15 peers to 
maximize its outgoing bandwidth utilization. Other 
parameters listed below are the same as the original 
BitTorrent protocol. Each simulation will last 420s which 
is the sum of the duration of the video and playback delay. 
  Number of initial seeds = 1 
  Choking interval = 10 s 
  Optimistic unchoking interval = 30 s 
  Number of neighbors of each peer = 50 

B.  Simulation Result 
The main factors on performance we examine include: 

(i) piece request policy, (ii) source efficiency, (iii) block-
level TFT, (iv) upload bandwidth utilization, (v) delivered 
quality and (vi) resilience and scalability. 

1) Piece Request Policy 
We investigate the impact of the new piece request 

policy on the efficiency of the system. Fig. 1 show the 
percentage of valid requests and the ratio of valid pieces 
in different scenarios, here a valid request means that the 
piece this request asked for arrived before its scheduled 
playback deadline, while a valid piece indicates that it 
arrived on time. 

Since the new piece request policy takes consideration 
of the priority and playback deadline of pieces, the 
performance advantage of our system against original 
BitTorrent protocol will become larger as the link 
bandwidth of peers in the swarm decrease, which can be 
directly deduced from Fig. 1. 

As is shown in Fig. 1, the new piece request policy 
behaves better than the original policy in terms of the 
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ratio of valid requests and pieces in both scenarios. In 
scenario 1, the percentage of valid requests under new 
request policy is nearly 98%, which is about 10 percents 
higher than that under original policy. In addition, still in 
scenario 1, more than 99% of data arrived before their 
playback deadline in our system, and nearly four percents 
of content arrived late in original BitTorrent swarm, 
which leads to the waste of network resource. As the 
bandwidth capacity of peers increase to 1.5Mbps, both of 
the percentage of valid requests and pieces increase to 
100% in our system, and original BitTorrent protocol also 
perform much better. Since our system performs near-
optimally in the presence of low bandwidth, there is little 
space for the improvement of performance, thus the 
advantage of the new piece request policy becomes less 
obvious. By the way, another phenomenon can be 
observed from Fig. 1 is that BitTorrent can also support 
P2P streaming well in the presence of high bandwidth 
and an appropriate playback delay. 

Source Efficiency 
We redefine source behavior to accelerate the 

distribution of new pieces, since the rapid dissemination 
of new pieces would increase the diversity of pieces 
among the swarm and speed up the process of download.  

To verify source efficiency, we use a metric named 
“first transmission time”, this metric represents the 
interval between the time when a piece is produced by the 

source and the first time when it is completely 
downloaded by a leech. 

Fig. 2 depicts the cumulate distribution of pieces with 
different first transmission time. It can be obvious seen 
that in both scenarios, the first transmission time of all 
pieces are less than 5 seconds under the condition that 
source behaves in push-based way, and more than 94 
percents of pieces were completely transferred in 3 
seconds from the time the source produced them. The 
rapid dissemination of new pieces imposes a loose time 
limit on other peers to download them, increases piece 
diversity among swarm, and thus stimulates the download 
process. This also give an extra explanation to the 
phenomena that the average download rate in our system 
is higher than that in BitTorrent swarm which can be 
found in Fig. 4. 

When the source behaves in pull-based mode, a new 
piece would probably wait for a relative long time to be 
disseminated, and this time becomes longer as the link 
bandwidth of peers decreases. In scenario 1, there are 
only 22 percents of pieces with first transmission time 
less than 10 seconds, and near 20 percents of pieces 
experience more than half a minute’s waiting time before 
being downloaded. Since the playback delay is 60 
seconds, a piece with a long first transmission time would 
give a stricter limit on the left time for it to be 
downloaded, thus decreases the number of peers which 
satisfy time requirement and impacts the quality of 
service. As link bandwidth increased to 1.5Mbps, things 
become a little better. However, there are still more than 
60% of pieces with first transmission time longer than 10 
seconds, which can not be comparable to what happened 
with the source in push-based mode. 

In addition, there are pieces which were never sent in 
both scenarios the source behaving in pull-based mode, 
the percentage of such pieces reaches to 4% on the low 
bandwidth condition, which imposes a bad effect on piece 
diversity and QoS. While in push-based mode, the source 
has sent all pieces at least once in both scenarios. 

Block-Level TFT  
We use starting time to represent the waiting time of 

each peer before it acquired the first piece, and examine 
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The starting time of peers 

this metric to get an insight into that to what extent the 
block-level TFT addresses low start which exists in 
BitTorrent. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the starting time of peers in the 
swarm. The curves in the figure accord with our analysis 
that a lot of new peers experience a long waiting time 
before acquiring the first piece. Under rate-based TFT 
policy, the distribution of starting time is very 
heterogeneous in both scenarios. Peers with relative short 
starting time are the neighbors of source or near the 
source topologically. Other peers do not have such luck, 
and they should wait for more than 10 seconds to start 
download, which means that these peers are unchoked 
when those peers with short starting time perform second 
choking algorithm. The rise of bandwidth could shorten 
the starting time lightly, but due to a 10-second’s choking 
interval and few pieces available at the beginning of 
swarm, most peers still have to wait more than 10 
seconds before they can download. 

Under block-level TFT, the starting time of both 
scenarios is uniformly distributed between [1s, 4s], which 
is much shorter than the starting time under rate-based 
TFT. This is due to that block-level TFT gives new peer 
higher probability to be unchoked and periodical 
examination of active neighbors can maximize the 
bandwidth of peers near the source. In addition, the rapid 
distribution of new pieces by the source also takes an 
important role since it improves piece diversity as 
mentioned at last section.  

Upload Bandwidth Utilization 
The utilization of outgoing bandwidth is one of the 

most important performance factors, it determines overall 
performance and delivered content quality. Several 
researches have proved that BitTorrent performs near-
optimally in terms of uplink bandwidth utilization and 
download speed [3]. Though we have imposed some 
restrictions on BitTorrent to support streaming, a high 
link bandwidth utilization can still be achieved. 

Fig. 4 shows the average download rate of leaches in 
different scenarios. As mentioned above, new peers in 
BitTorrent may suffer from low start because of the rate-
based tit-for-tat policy, which is partially confirmed in 
Fig. 4 where peers in original protocol experience a long 
time of low average download rate in both scenarios. 
However, this phenomenon does not exist in our system. 

As can be seen from Fig. 4, peers in our system start 
downloading as soon as they join the swarm, and quickly 
saturate link bandwidth, then reach a stable status where 
the upload rate is nearly equal to the download speed and 
stay in this status until the end of streaming. 

Besides avoiding low start, our system also behaves 
much better than original protocol in terms of average 
bandwidth utilization. In scenario 1, peers in our system 
download at an average speed of about 750kbps, which is 
nearly 50kbps higher than peers in original protocol. This 
is due to the rapid distribution of new pieces and high 
piece variety in our system. 

As link capacity of participating peers increases to 
1.5Mbps, not only average download rate increases, but 
also the buffer demand becomes less. In scenario 2, each 
peer in our system has downloaded all content only seven 
seconds after the end of video, which is almost twenty 
seconds earlier than in original protocol. Therefore, peers 
can begin playback earlier without content lost, and 
dynamic playback time is one of our next research fields. 

The last interesting phenomenon is that the curve of 
scenario 2 is much sharper than the curve of scenario 1, 
since the link capacity of peers in scenario 2 is much 
larger than streaming rate, peers can easily reach a 
download speed higher than streaming rate when a high 
piece variety exists in swarm. Due to high download rate 
in this period, piece variety become lower at the same 
time, thus, after this period, the overall download rate 
would drop rapidly. 

Delivered Quality 
We examine delivered quality which is another 

important performance metric by computing how much 
content each leech has downloaded. Fig. 5 depicts the 
distribution of population of peers with different 
perceived quality. As is shown in the figure, in our 
system, most peers with link bandwidth of 1Mbps 
acquired more than 94% of the content, this number is 
about 10 percent larger than average streaming quality of 
BitTorrent swarm, which is a huge improvement in 
streaming application. In the presence of high link 
bandwidth, all peers in our system have downloaded all 
data, while most of peers in BitTorrent swarm also have 
acquired a high streaming quality, this phenomenon also 
indicates that BitTorrent can support streaming 
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Distribution of peers received different quality Figure 7.  Distribution of peers received different quality as the 
population of peers increases 

application well as we mentioned in section piece request 
policy. 

Our system has avoided another problem existed in 
BitTorrent, which is that peers may be snubbed by its 
neighbors, thus get a poor download rate. In scenario 2, 
although with high link bandwidth, there is still one peer 
with perceived quality less than 82% in BitTorrent swarm, 
while in our system all peers have received 100% of 
content. 

Resilience and Scalability 
To investigate the resilience of our system, a 

catastrophic event is simulated by killing half of peers at 
the time of 200s in scenario 1, thus, on average, the 
survived peers will be left with half the neighbors they 
had before the event. 

Fig. 6 shows the impaction of the simultaneous failure 
of half of peers at 200s. As shown in the figure, the 
average download rate of survived peers experienced a 
relatively sharp decrease from 200s and reduced to 
600kbps at 204s due to the departure of half of peers. 
However, this process only lasted for a short time less 
than 5 seconds, the survived peers then recovered from 
the event quickly. Since requests sent to the failed peers 
lost, the survived peers would redirect the request to other 
non-failed neighbors, which lead to a period of less 
pieces transferred in the swarm, and this period is also 
when non-failed peers experienced a less download rate. 
After these redirected requests arrived, the survived peers 

would once again acquired a high bandwidth utilization. 
Thus, it is not hard to understand that the average 
download rate of non-failed peers achieved nearly 
800kbps after getting rid of the impaction of the failure of 
peers, and this number is even higher than that before the 
event. 

Finally, we adjust peer population in scenario 1 to 
examine the scalability of our system. Since our system is 
based on BitTorrent which is a very scalable file sharing 
protocol, a good scalability can be achieved in our system, 
and Fig. 7 provides a nice evidence. 

It is obvious that most of peers have received more 
than 94% of original video file no matter how much the 
peer population is, thus, the increase of peer population 
has little impaction on the delivered quality. With large 
peer population, the performance of our system may 
experience a tiny degradation, however, it can be 
effectively solved with a little increase of playback delay 
and buffer size. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we propose a solution that incorporates 
BitTorrent Mechanism into P2P Streaming. We first give 
a simple description of BitTorrent protocol and analyze 
the problems encountered while importing it into P2P 
streaming. To address these problems, we propose some 
modifications to BitTorrent protocol, these modifications 
include: (i) Prioritizing the pieces based on their playback 
deadline, (ii) Redefining source behavior, and (iii) 
Importing block-level tit-for-tat policy and periodical 
examination of active neighbors to avoid low start. 
Through extensive NS simulations, we give the 
performance analysis of our system from several aspects, 
and the simulation result indicates that our system can 
effectively utilize bandwidth of peers and has the 
advantage of high resilience and scalability. 
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